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This week
at Taylor
Airband 2002 DVDs and
videos are now on sale.
Please send your order,
including your name, class,
room number and money to
Caleb France at Fairlane
Apartments Room 2R.
VHS tapes are S10 and
DVDs are $20. The money
must be enclosed before
order is placed.
The Taylor Symphonic
band will host a free con
cert Friday, Nov. 22 at 7:30
p.m.
in
the
Rediger
Auditorium.
The Symphonic Band will
be
playing
with
the
Fleritage Christian High
School
Band
from
Indianapolis.
Arthur Two Crows Yates
of the Woodland Indian
Cultural Education Center
Inc. in Fort Wayne will
speak this Wednesday from
5-7 p.m. in the Student
Union.
Yates, who was invited to
Taylor as a part of Native
American Indian Heritage
Month, will tell various sto
ries about his "traveling
museum."
Research papers got you
down?
Make an appointment at
the Writing Center in the
library for help.
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Weekend
Weather

Saturday

Cold, mix of clouds
and sunshine, high
of 35, low of 22
r,«N

Sunday

Periods of clouds
and sunshine, high
of 41, low of 26

it; get wisdom, discipline
and understanding.
Proverbs 23:23

Upland, Indiana

New Innovation
Center makes
ideas reality
BY NIKKI SCHULZ
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I

f fundraising goes as
planned, Taylor University
will
be
home
to
the
Innovation Center this time
next year. In a crowded lec
ture this past Monday, Dr.
Hank Voss and Adam Bennett
of the science department
explained the process by
which the Innovation Center
will aid undergraduate stu
dents in making dreams of a
product or service become
reality.
"The Innovation Center will
take ideas and apply them to
reality," said Bennett, a
physics program assistant
and 2001 Taylor graduate.
Modeled after similar pro
grams at Rose Hulman
Institute of Technology and
Purdue
University,
the
Innovation Center will pro
vide financial and practical
support to students attempt
ing to start their own busi
ness.
"The industrial collabora
tion part of [the Innovation
Center] is modeled after Rose
Hulman," Bennett said. "The
incubator part though more

resembles Purdue."
Often called the "technolo
gy transfer office" at other
universities,
Taylor's
Innovation Center will serve
as the incubator for science
students' original ideas until
they are ready to break out on
their own.
The
idea-to-inception
process will be divided into
four
stages
or
"gates,"
Bennett said.
The first is
"exploration," in which the
student will present their idea
to the Innovation Center
director.
"The idea must have uni
versity-related stakeholders,
be innovative, be applied and
have commercial potential,"
Bennett said.
At the exploration stage, no
money is given, but many
projects will be given the goahead to proceed on to the
second gate, conception.
Once an idea is approved, the
student will continue techni
cal work, collect information
on possible markets, create a
feasibility study as well as a
pre-business plan.
Up to
$10,000 can be earned at the
second stage, and four out of
seven ideas will be approved
to move to the third stage of
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DAVID VOSS PREPARES THE TU SAT 1 for orbit. Nanostar
Technologies, stemming from the satellite project, is one of the
Innovation Center's first student-created small businesses.
Between $3 and $5 million is the fundraising goal for the new
Innovation Center, set to open in one year.
development.
At the third stage, a core
business team is formed and
up to $30,000 can be earned
for start-up costs. The stu
dent will present their prod
uct or service to the selection
board at this point who will
decide whether the product is
better served as a licensable
product or new venture. Two
of four ideas will proceed to
the final stage of initiation,
ultimately leading to the
expansion of the product or

service. At the final level,
students may be awarded
$100,000 to finish develop
ment and search for potential
investors. "Incubator" com
panies like the ones to be
formed at the Innovation
Center have an 87 percent
survival rate after leaving
their incubators.
The Innovation Center stems
from the current Summer
Research Training
'Innovation' cont'd on pg. 2

CLL's Wise announces January departure

Friday

Rainy and cold,
high of 40,
. low of 27

Buy the truth and do not sell

BY ERIK KIELISCH
STAFF WRITER

O

n January 1, 2003 Dr.
Terry Wise, vice presi
dent for the College of
Lifelong Learning (CLL),
will step into a new position
at a new university. Wise
announced this week that he
has accepted the position of
vice president for adult and
graduate studies at Southern
Wesleyan
University
in
Central, S.C.

While at Taylor's Fort
Wayne campus, Wise helped
the university establish a dis
tance-learning
program
which offers a number of cor
respondence courses.
The Fort Wayne campus'
focus on non-traditional stu
dents was a good fit for Wise
because it gave him the
opportunity to provide a
Christian education in a glob
al environment.
"I have a passion for
extending education to every

one who would be unwilling
or unable to come to a cam
pus [for a degree]," Wise
said, "I want it so people
don't have to come on cam
pus for excellence in faith
and learning.
"These days, three out of
four undergraduate students
are
non-traditional,"
he
added, "The face of education
is changing and I like to
direct it, not react to it."
Wise said that he is leaving
Taylor
because
Southern

Wesleyan University has a
greater mindset for what he
wants to do and has a struc
ture that better allows him to
do it.
"I leave with great feelings
toward the campus and the
staff I worked with," he said,
"I love the community spirit
here and the love and caring
of everyone."
Despite his departure, the
CLL will continue to operate
and is looking to expand its
offered courses.
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Programming team takes 8th in world competition
II

Taylor earns
top ten place
among 130
international
competitors
BY DAVID HARRITY
STAFF WRITER

T

his year has been an
excellent one for Taylor's
programming team.
Recently, in a regional com
petition, Taylor placed eighth
out of one 130 teams.
"The most recent activity is
the focal point of the year,"
said Dr. Jonathan Geisler, a
professor who works closely
with the team. "It is an inter

national event that any university in the world can compete in. The event has gotten
so large that the world is broken down into geographical
r e g i o n , . T h e t o p tw o o r t h r e e
schools, depending on the
region size, advance to the
final round."
According to Geisler, the
programming team consists of
three individuals who try to
solve computer programming
problems in a specific amount
of time.
The team will code a solu
tion to the problem and sub
mit it to judges who test the
code and verify if it works.
"The team exercises its
problem solving skills using
computer programming in a
time-pressured environment,"
Geisler said.
The coding, Geisler said,
is a very complicated and

petes in many other smaller
tedious process. Individual
programming
competitions
problems usually take hours
• throughout
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The programmers
practice hard on a weekly
basis in order to compete
well.
"The individuals practice
weekly by getting together to
discuss previous work and try
to learn problem solving
strategies," Geisler explained.
"Then, they work on a new
problem independently to dis
cuss the next week."
Along with the internation
al competition, Taylor corn-

petition.
Taylor
sponsors one

such event in the spring for
small Indiana colleges and
has usually done very well in
that competition," Geisler
said. "We have a good COS
program with exceptionally
good students. I know this to
be true as I just finished look
ing at a bunch of other
Christian colleges
before
choosing to come to Taylor."
According
to
Geisler,
involvement in the program

m
m i n g tt eo ao m
iI sC Oa gf trren an tl tt hU !i n g t o
put on a job resume and it
gives students a good chance
to compete with other stu
dents from all around the
world.
The programming team is
also a way to get involved
with computers and gain
experience that will help a
student
better
understand
components of computer pro
gramming.
"The programming team
gives the school very good
PR," Geisler said. "We beat
teams from large schools like
Michigan, Notre Dame, and
Carnegie Mellon. I had the
director of the contest from
the University of Cincinnati
come up to me and ask how
such a small school like
Taylor could
consistently
deliver such solid perform
ances in this contest."
m i n n

New Innovation Center
makes ideas reality' cont'd
from page 1
Program (SRTP) in which
Taylor employs approximate
ly 120 students to aid in
physics and other sciencerelated projects, Voss said.
TU Sat 1, Taylor's working
prototype of an e-mail and
data communication satellite,
originated through the SRTP,
and many related projects are
expected to follow. The SRTP
now employs two full time
research staff and has com
pleted the successful launch
of seven major NASA satellite
and rocket instruments. The
SRTP receives around $2.5
million yearly in external
research
funds,
and
is
involved in five or more pub
lications per year which
appear in internationally-ref
erenced journals.
As it is currently construct
ed, a student's work at the
Innovation Center will exist
separate from any sciencerelated course work, but that
could change as more students
become interested in the pro
gram.
"It's a good possibility that
we'll add a minor," Bennett
said. "Another option is to
add to the existing physics
major."
Though many issues such as
funding, facilities and staff
a r e s t i ll b e i n g w o r k e d o u t , t h e
staff of Taylor's science

department
believes
the
Innovation Center will be a
positive addition
to the
Upland campus and local
economy.
"The Innovation Center will
provide an atmosphere that's
suitable to research at the
undergraduate level," Voss
said. "There will also be less
'brain drain' in building the
local economy."
The seminar highlighted
Grant County's current eco
nomic situation, with 21.4
percent of all residents earn
ing under $15,000 per year
and ranking 85th out of 92
counties
for
employment
growth.
The Innovation
hopes to counter the current
trends, creating jobs and a
someday, a local research
park. The center also hopes
to encourage Taylor students
to stay in the area after gradu
ation.
While the Innovation Center
is set to officially open in
roughly a year, there are
already projects in the works
such
as
Nanostar
Technologies, an outgrowth
of TU Sat 1; Airlift Services
International;
Laboratory
Equipment, a program devel
oped in a senior seminar; and
PRIISM, a software package
to enhance liberal arts educa
tion.

Tornados touch down in Blackford
and Adam's County; 14 left injured
The Marsh store in Hartford City lost one of its walls w h e n t w o t o r n a d o s p a s s e d t h r o u g h c e n t r a l

I n d i a n a l a s t S u n d a y a r o u n d 2 : 3 0 p . m . l e a v i n g a total o f 1 4 p e o p l e i n j u r e d . N o n e w e r e s e r i o u s l y h u r t .
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e Indy Star, t h e H a r t f o r d C i t y t o r n a d o , a n F l , a l s o d a m a g e d a m o t e l a n d n i n e h o m e s ,
l e a v i n g s i x p e o p l e i n j u r e d , t h r e e o f w h i c h w e r e in t h e M a r s h s t o r e . T w o o t h e r s w e r e i n j u r e d i n B l a c k f o r d
C o u n t y . T h e o t h e r t w i s t e r , a n F 3 , t o u c h e d d o w n in A d a m s C o u n t y , i n j u r i n g s i x p e o p l e . T h e s t a t e o f
I n d i a n a i s c u r r e n t l y a s s e s s i n g t h e c o s t o f t h e d a m a g e d o n e t o B l a c k f o r d C o u n t y . T h e Indy Star r e p o r t e d
that at least 25 uninsured and underinsured homes and businesses must be seriously damaged to meet
the standards for federal aid.
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Pizza,
Goodwill
and Bowling;
A TU Dating Story
Dating critic sets out to correct
shameful mistreatment from the past.
STORY BY CHERYL TJEPKES
PHOTOS BY BRYAN SMITH

W

tion in the car set the tone for the
evening, as Russ demonstrated
Russ and Joy enjoy breadsticks at Greek's Pizzeria
his level of comfort in the restau
on Ball State's campus. They were also served
rant. While eating breadsticks
Cordan Bleu ala Rafael pizza.
with marinara sauce, Russ
As they entered the bowling
assured Joy, "You can double
would select outfits for each
alley, they were pulled aside
dip, I don't mind." Her response
other to wear while bowling.
was, "Oh, thanks," followed by
This activity seemed to really
once again for interrogation.
Russ was pleased to say, "She
an obligatory laugh.
break the ice.
As they
wasn't afraid to let go and be
The restaurant was fairly
"shopped," various comments
silly." Joy was happy with the
empty, making conversation eas
were heard. "Wow, that's so
outfit Russ chose for her and
ier. The couple discussed travel
hideous." "That's a touch on the
thought his quilted sweatshirt
experiences
see-through
and
favorite "You Can double dip, I side."
was "priceless." Apparently the
"Ooh,

ith a rose in hand, a grin
on his face and $30 from
the Echo in his pocket, Russ
Boronow set out to rewrite dat
ing history Wednesday night.
After printing an opinion column
written by Russ earlier this year,
the Echo staff decided to test his
dating prowess. Upon locating a
willing participant in our experi
ment, we sent Russ out for a
night on the town with his date,
Joy Bellito, and two members of
the Echo staff.
To begin the evening, Russ
decided to take Joy to Greek's
Pizzeria on the Ball State cam
pus. Before entering the restau
rant, however, Russ and Joy
were asked to comment separate
ly on their initial impressions of
the other. Russ had been imme
diately impressed with Joy, tak
ing in her "nice smile" and
"friendly" personality. Joy was
slightly more hesitant. "I thought
it was very nice that he brought
me a flower, but it was perhaps a
little overboard for a casual
date."
The couple felt good about the
car ride, both commenting that
the conversation flowed rather
well, after talking about back
grounds, their families and
things they are passionate about.
Apparently, the easy conversa

shoulder pads!"
Taylor memodon't mind."
ries. Russ com
At last the
mented that, "Guys have the
couple, retreated to the fitting
most fun when they're breaking
rooms to surprise each other with
their outfits. At one point Joy
the rules."
Later on, when the conversa
called out to Russ, "Okay, I'm
tion lagged slightly, Russ decid
not going to lie to you, I'm clear
ed to kick-start things again by
ly working it in this red dress."
asking, "What's your biggest pet
To which Russ replied, "These
peeve?"
Unfortunately, this
pants are hideous and awesome!"
question only served to stunt the
At last they came to a decision.
conversation even further. Joy
Joy was modeling the seewould comment later that,
through dress with the conserva
"Asking someone's pet peeve
tive addition of hot, lime-green
sounds like you're reading from
polyester pants underneath.
a list of questions." Russ was
Russ got his groove on in plastic
pleased with dinner and stated
purple pants with a stylish,
that "talking wasn't a chore"
reversible,
quilted
Mickey
with Joy. He did think it was
Mouse sweatshirt. As they left
slightly odd that she drank her
the store, Russ enthusiastically
pop with two straws.
said, "I'm going to be sweating
Following dinner, Russ took
up a storm in my plastic pants
his date to Goodwill where they
and 'comforter'."

In the end, Russ squeaked in a
victory with a score of 109 over
Joy's 104.
The night ended well, with both
deciding that they would be will
ing to see each other again in a
group setting as long as each
intended only friendship.
Joy commented that Russ
regulars at the bowling alley
proved his point that two people
thought so too as they stared
can go out and just have fun.
openly at the couple, and even
However, she qualified the state
stopped Russ to read the cartoons
ments in Russ' article by saying
on his sweatshirt.
that there actually should be a
When they got to their lane to
difference in the actions of
begin bowling, Joy immediately
Christian and secular girls and
sat down to
that
"girls
choose
nick- "Russ, there's no shame should
have
the right to say
names for the
[n granny style. "
scoring system.
no to a date."
Russ was thereafter dubbed
She also found it humorous that
"two-ply" in honor of his quilted
Russ poked fun at guys that play
sweatshirt, and Joy was named
guitars in his article, since he
"Dizzy."'
revealed to her at one point that
The game started out rather
he used to play the guitar.
slowly for Russ as he opened
Russ deemed the evening a
with three gutter balls in a row.
success. "1 didn't know Joy at all
Joy was very encouraging, how
before this and now I definitely
ever, and called out, "Russ,
made a friend. He felt the
there's no shame in granny
evening proved his article. "The
style." At this point Russ' game
reason I did this was to prove
improved dramatically.
that any bozo can do it."

Russ scopes out a stylish out-

Joy exclaims about her

Joy gets ready to for another

fit for Joy.

granny-looking dress.

Russ gets excited about his
quilted reversible sweatshirt.

attempt at a strike.

Russ and Joy enjoy a friendly
conversation after bowling.

•
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"Difficult as it is really to listen to someone in affliction, it is just as difficult for
him to know that compassion is listening to him.'
-Simone Weil

Taylor has limited handicap accessibility
BY ASHLEY SMITH
STAFF WRITER

T

aylor presents itself as hand
icap accessible, but unfortuantely that doesn't apply to
everywhere on campus.
Today, handicap accessibility
is not generally addressed on
Taylor's campus. The majority
of the student body and faculty
have no problem getting from
one location to another. If the
handicap button to a door does
not work, the person suffers'only
a moment of disappointment and
continues on his or her way. If
the elevator in a building is not
working, the person may com
plain, but will then take the
stairs. However, this is not an
option for eveiyone on campus.
Sophomore Andrea Atkinson
spent a day in a wheelchair as a
project for her Ethnic and
Minority Issues class.
"All in all, I found that Taylor
is handicap accessible, but it's
often inconvenient," she said.
Over the years, Taylor has
made the campus more accessi
ble for students with disabilities.
Ron Sutherland, vice president

for business and finance, said
that in the past ten years build
ings such as the Hodson Dining
Commons, Reade Center,
Nussbaum Science Center, and
the Rediger Chapel/Auditorium
have been made handicap acces
sible.
Not all buildings on campus,
however, are handicap accessi
ble. Most of the dorms, such as
English Hall, Wengatz Hall,
Olson Hall, Swallow Robin and
Gerig Hall are not.
According to the Americans
with Disabilities Act, existing
buildings are not required to be
made
handicap
accessible.
Therefore, by law, Taylor is not
required to equip existing cam
pus buildings with an elevator or
automatic door switches. But
according to Dr. Edwin Welch,
coordinator of academic support
services, Taylor is required to
make sure any person in a wheel
chair can pull open a door.
Taylor does provide other
options to make the campus
more accessible for persons with
disabilities. Taylor has invested
in putting door switches on all
the main entrances to campus

Photo by Cheryl Tjepkes

HANDICAP ACCESSIBILITY HAS IMPROVED at Taylor over the
years, but many buildings still pose problems to disabled.

buildings. Also, through the aca
demic support services on cam
pus, professors and faculty can
work with students to provide a
schedule that is more suitable to
their needs, such as scheduling
classes in rooms that are easily
accessed with a wheelchair.
Taylor is also looking into the
possibility of buying a handicap
accessible van to be used for off-

campus activities.
Although Taylor is improving
accessibility, students are still
finding it inconvenient.
"My biggest problem during
the day was getting into the
Dining Commons," said
Atkinson. Out of the four main
entrances into the D.C., only one
entrance is handicap accessible,
and only one sidewalk leads to

that door. This presented a
problem for Atkinson. "When
I was coming from English
[Hall] 1 had to go out of the way
in order to reach the door to the
D.C."
Obstacles that blocked her path
to the door posed another prob
lem.
"Across the only sidewalk to
the door was a strip of rocks. I
found that I could make it over
by myself, but I had to turn the
chair around and back over the
stones. Also, it seems that many
people have decided that it is
convenient to park their bikes on
the sidewalk into the handicap
door. Luckily, I had friends with
me to help i me get around the
bikes."
Over the years, Taylor's handi
cap accessibility has greatly
improved.
However, in the
upcoming years, there is hope to
see more improvements in
Taylor's services for people with
disabilities.
Taylor is "committed to provid
ing support for the handicapped
community as resources and
opportunities become available,"
Sutherland said.

Students should protect themselves against Hep B
BY NIRKI SCHULZ
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A

t a school where premarital
sex and sharing drug nee
dles aren't the norm, it is easy to
believe we're protected against
Hepatitis B. While unprotected
sex and drug use are two risk fac
tors of "Hep B," Taylor
University students are not
immune to the virus that affects
300 million people worldwide.
Hep B is an inflammation of
the liver transferred through
infected blood or body fluids
found in common areas such as
dorm restrooms. With 75 per
cent of all Hep B cases occurring
in individuals ages 18-39, it is
important for college students to
become aware of the highly con
tagious disease and receive vac
cination before it's too late.
Barbara Bragg, nurse practi
tioner at the Haaksonsen Health

Center, believes not only Taylor
ly, the virus is spread through
sexual contact, contaminated
students, but everyone should be
needles, sharing an infected per
vaccinated for Hep B.
"Throughout life we're going to son's toothbrush or earrings,
come in contact with people's
touching a.contaminated surface
blood or body fluand then touch
ids," Bragg said.
ing your eyes
"if you come up on Taylor University stu- or mouth or get
an accident and ^ents are no{ jmmune t|n8 a tattoo or
someone's bleed
body piercing.
to the virus that
ing, it's your first
Though many
inclination to stop affects 300 million times, the symp
and help that per
toms of Hep B
people worldwide. go unnoticed,
son. You could have
cuts on your fin
they can pres
gers though, and you could be
ent themselves in two phases.
exposed."
The first phase, lasting three to
Hep B can be transmitted in far
10 days after infection, includes
less extraordinary circumstances
flu-like symptoms such as nau
than coming upon the scene of an sea and vomiting, abdominal
accident though. Most commonpain in the upper right side,
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fever, headache and skin rashes.
The second phase, lasting from
one to three weeks, includes
jaundice, light or gray stools or
liver tenderness. Though only
five to 10 percent of all Hep B
cases are chronic, the virus can
lead to severe liver infections,
cirrhosis of the liver and is the
second leading cause of cancer,
after tobacco use.
The best defense against Hep B
is to be immunized against it.
While Taylor's health center does
not stock the immunization, they
do offer it to students participat
ing in a Lighthouse or spring
break trip abroad. The threedose vaccination is completed
within six months and promises
lifelong immunity.

Call 998-1111 for

Since cost is often a deterrent
for college students, the health
center recommends going to the
Grant County Department of
Health or obtaining a prescrip
tion from the health center, fill
ing it at the Upland Diagnostic
Health Center and receiving the
vaccination by the Haakonsen
Health Center staff.
"It's less expensive to go to a
health
department
because
they're a government agency,"
Bragg said. "It's also less expen
sive to come [to the health cen
ter] and have us write the pre
scription ... because we don't
charge an administration fee."

"All statistics taken from
Clinician Review magazine,
January 2001.
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"If we cannot now end our differences, at least we can help make the world safe for diversity."
-John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Diverse dialogue at NCMSLC
BY RACHEL HEPWORTH
FEATURES EDITOR

P

ut a couple dozen Taylor stu
dents in a bus, ship them off
to a multicultural conference and
amazing things can happen.
Last weekend, 21 Taylor stu
dents and three faculty members
experienced just that as they
drove over 600 miles to Bethel
College in Minneapolis, Minn.,
for the National Christian
Multicultural Student Leaders
Conference (NCMSLC).
According to La Verne Newson,
director of American Ethnic
Student Programs, the confer
ence started 16 years ago with
the goal of giving minority eth
nic students an opportunity to
hear from other students on
Christian college campuses
about their actions -if) making

"their environ
ment more cul
turally sensi
tive, more cul
turally diverse,
and more cul
turally aware.
It grew from
there to include
anybody who
was interested
in those kinds
of
topics,"
Photo provided by LaVerne Newson
Newson said.
"There is a A DIVERSE GROUP OF 21 STUDENTS went to the
need for all of NCMSLC conference in Minnesota last weekend.
The conference consisted of
us, especially Christians, to
several main speakers and a
become more cross-culturally
plethora of workshops dealing
competent, and I believe this
with topics ranging from semi
conference facilitates that," she
nars on readjustment in the U.S.
added. "I was very pleased with
for Missionary Kids to racial rec
the momentum and excitement
onciliation in the church. Over
expressed by a lot of the stu
300 students from Christian coldents.".

Your Passport to World Service
SCHOOL OF INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

leges around the country attend
ed the three-day conference.
Although many of the students
in Taylor's group were practical
ly strangers to each other when
the trip began, the bus ride out
provided ample time to get to
know each other before the con
ference, and to formulate both
group and individual goals for
the trip.
"A big part of the weekend was
our dialogue within our own
group. On the ride back, we had
an incredibly long conversation
about where Taylor is heading as
far as understanding culture and
what needs to happen," said sen
ior Phil Boltz.
"Our group goal was to meet
other Christians and see how
other groups are handling these
issues and pull ideas from that,"
Boltz said.

Taylor student
appears on
"Tonight"
with Jay Leno
BY ZACH LOVE
STAFF WRITER

W

You'll be traveling to multicultural places whether you stay home or go abroad. We'll help you pack
your briefcase with cross cultural communication, language and education. You can be an international
educator, relief worker, a linguist or one of numerous professions. We're more than missionary training.
At Biola University's School of Intercultural Studies, you'll receive the necessary cross-cultural tools for
your passport to world service.
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• BA or Minor in Intercultural Studies

• DMiss Doctorate of Missiology

• MA in Intercultural Studies

• MA in TESOL

• Minor or Certificate in TESOL

• PhD in Intercultural Education

• SIL/Wycliffe linguistics program

• MA in Applied Linguistics
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hen junior Perry Onorio
left for the L.A. Film
Studies Center (LAFSC), he was
excited about what would hap
pen, even though he didn't entire
ly know what to expect for the
semester. One thing is for sure,
co-starring in a skit on "The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno"
wasn't in the brochure.
This past Tuesday night Leno
showed a pre-recorded skit
where he went door to door
recruiting people to perform a
parody of the Osborne family.
Wandering around the Oakwood
Corporate Apartments, a com
plex of around 1,000 apartments
and the dorm of the LAFSC stu
dents, Leno and his camera crew
met one of TU's own.
Onorio is known for being out
rageously outgoing, perpetrating
some brushes with controversy
and of course, a large afro. For
Leno's skit, Onorio portrayed
Jack, Ozzy Osborne's son, com
plete with a green wig and
painfully accurate dialogue.
Remarks to Leno on how Perry
felt about the situation nearly
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caused Leno to slap Perry's face.
Shouts of "That's our Perry!"
flowed across campus as friends
and acquaintances watched and
re-watched the taped skit.
Perry Onorio, a mass communi
cations major, has never been
shy in front of the camera. His
past Taylor TV work includes
TCS 7 Frontline News, A T.U.
Love Story, Monty Cristo's and
his own entertainment news
show T.E.N. T.H.I.R.T.Y.
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'You can't separate peace from freedom because no one can be at peace
unless he has his freedom."
-Malcom X

Evangelical Christians lie and Palestinians die
BY ANDERS HELQUIST
OPINIONS EDITOR

I

have
a
bone to
p i c k .
Something
been
has
frustrating
me. It does
n't
just
involve the Taylor community,
but the rest of the world, espe
cially the evangelical Christian
community. A large portion of
Christians in this country possess
a warped view of the Palestinians
as a whole people group in addi
tion to blindly supporting Israel.
Within the last week, another
act of violence occurred in Israel.
This time, a Palestinian militant
from the radical Islamic wing of
Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigade, a
branch of Palestinian leader
Yasar Arafat's Fatah movement,
stormed a farm in the West Bank,
then shot and killed five Israelis.
In response to this, the Israeli
army swept through a refugee
camp searching for the militant.
In the process, the army shot and
killed a two-year-old Palestinian
boy playing with a ball.
These incidents sadden me.
Palestinian militants kill inno
cent civilians in protest of the
Israeli regime, and Israelis in

They are the citizens who are try
turn, turn around and slaughter
ing to scratch out a living under
innocent bystanders to the con
an
oppressive regime.
flict.
An oppressive regime? Yes,
According to a news report
Israel
has an oppressive regime.
from MSNBC, since Sept. 2000
When
Israel limits the basic
when peace talks ended between
rights
of
Palestinian civilians,
Israel and the Palestinians, 1,921
that is oppression. Placing cur
Palestinians and 651 Israelis
have died as a result of the teeter- fews on the civilians, denying
the popu
totter
of
The churches have to go
lace the
conflict
right
to
over power
underground and remain
b
u
y
and territo
secretive. I am confused and b r e a d ,
ryThe numiT There
over

frustrated w h y w e a r e s o intent
on supporting a country that
limits Christianity.

are
1,200 more
Palestinians than Israelis who
have perished since the renewed
conflict. And yet, all that is
reported from the right-wing
Christian publications are the
atrocities committed by the
Palestinian suicide bombers. As
any sensible, moral person could
see, detonating oneself in public,
and killing innocent civilians is a
horrible crime. I never agree
with the killing of innocent civil
ians.
However, the Israelis aren't the
only people group that possess
innocent civilians. The majority
of Palestinians are not the
extremist Muslims that blow
themselves up in the public.

t the risk of sounding
like a petulant critic, I am
responding to the Nov. 1 movie
review on Punch-Drunk Love.
"The worst part of the movie, "
the review asserts, "is that every
one in L.A. loves it." Err...no.
The worst part of the movie is
the excessive use of foul lan
guage. Oh yes, as well as the
sexual situations, including
phone sex and dialogue.
"That's all very well," you
might say. "I'm a mature person.
I can handle disgusting language
and a few sketchy bits. After all,
the real world outside Taylor

contains all these elements and
more."
However, there was no fore
warning in the review as to its
contents unless one counts a
minute asterisked notice at the
end of the review indicating
"Rating R for strong language,
including sexual dialogue,"
which was not very noticeable.
I went to see Punch-Drunk
Love a day after reading the
review, inspired to do so in part
by The Echo's mention of it
being a film somewhat of the cal
iber of Amelie, and also because
of the review's projection of the
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access to their jobs and families,
the fencing in of Palestinians at
refugee camps, and numbering
Palestinians on their arms to
keep track of civilians seems to
indicate oppression.
Some may say that Israel has
to defend itself otherwise Arabs
will drive the nation into the sea.
This is a plausible reason to
defend oneself against terrorism.
However, the majority of
Palestinians don't feel that Israel
should be eliminated. They just
want to be recognized as a legiti
mate people group and to have
freedom.
This brings me to my second
point. I fail to see how the

Letter to the Editor:

A

closing

Christian church can sensibly
support pro-Israeli propaganda
while the regime is so oppressive
to the Palestinians, as well as
persecuting the Christian com
munity.
For starters, as stated in a let
ter to the editor two weeks ago,
85 percent of the Jews in Israel
are "non-observant" Jews, ones
who don't practice the faith.
Basically, the majority of the cit
izens of Israel are atheists. Yet,
the church insists that we need to
support the state no matter how
badly it behaves.
I mention-J earlier, Israel per
secutes tf Ci. itian community.
From kno
0e I have collect
ed, Israel does not allow
Christians to come into the state
and preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ. Christians are not
allowed to enter the country and
preach, yet the Christian church
still supports Israel wholeheart
edly. Additionally, Israel limits
the Messianic Jews as well as the
evangelical
Palestinian
Christians and the spreading of
their churches.
The churches have to go under
ground and remain secretive. I
am confused and frustrated why
we are so intent on supporting a
country that limits Christianity.
If we view Israel in this light,
why not support communist

China or North Korea, who limit
Christianity as well?
My point in this column has
been to express the frustration I
have felt over the evangelical
Christian church's view of
Palestinian people. To categorize
any people group as uncivil and
to support one country whole
heartedly without discovering
the oppression they instill on
civilians is a foolish thing to do.
If Palestine had a state and they
were persecuting the Jewish
community, I would be con
demning the Palestinian state
instead. However, Israel is the
one performing the persecution,
and the Christian community is
the people who are blindly sup
porting everything the Israeli
state is doing.
In conclusion, I am going to
make a simple request. Similar
to Whitney Fry's request to pray
for Palestine, I ask that you pray
for the entire region. It is a region
in pain, and many people are suf
fering. Additionally, pray that
Christians abroad will not be
ignorant to the situation in Israel,
and that the Christians who live
in Israel would not lose hope
because of worldwide ignorance
to their plight. We are to support
the persecuted church, not cate
gorize them as just another por
tion of crazy militants.

Punch-Drunk is far from edifying

movie as a unique spin on your
average tale of "love making a
difference" in a rather abnormal
person's life. A unique spin? "I'll
guarantee that you haven't seen a
movie like it yet this year?"
Quite. However, "one of the best
films of the year?" "The film
soars to greatness?" An Airband
rating? Did Punch-Drunk Love

merit such distinction and high
praise, with its crass language
and occasionally gratuitous con
tent? And from my biased point
of view, is it at all of the same
caliber of Ameliel But that's a
bit more subjective, I suppose.
It's all very lovely if you want
to take a step away from the ordi
nary, and view a unique film, as

well as a film that presents "real
life" characteristics such as
repeated foul language, graphi
cally worded phone sex, etc.
However, give the rest of us a
slight warning in the future, if
you don't mind, as to the lessthan-edifying aspects of such
movies as Punch-Drunk Love.

By LiaAngell

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday and be 425
words or less in order to be published in the coming Friday's issue. Letters
should include daytime telephone and signature. You can write us off-campus
at: The Echo, Taylor University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-

1001. On-campus at:The Echo, Rupp Communications Building, or via email: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily rep
resent The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.
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The government consists of a gang of men exactly like you and me. They have, taking one with anoth
er, no special talent for the business of government; they have only a talent for
getting and holding office. "
-H. L. Mencken

My Generation Night will bring entertainment
BY GREG JOHNSON
OPINION COLUMNIST

T

he last
time
I
had experi
enced this I
was not in
Upland. The
loud noise,
frenzied people, lights, more
lights, unbearable heat and let's
not forget the smell. I was at a

riot. I had this same experience at thought a little tear gas would
Airband last month.
have made the night perfect.
The only difference between the
1 have noticed an interesting
riot and Airband
trend at Taylor,
(besides lots of Come OUt and expe- The events that
police and water
^ music
require the most
cannons) was that
talent are attended
rioters had some
by
the
least
thing to get worked up about. amount of people. Airband, for
Actually I thought a riot might reasons unknown to myself,
have started at Airband when the seems to be the biggest event next
winner was announced, but that to N'SYNC breaking up for
was hoping for too much. 1 Taylor students. The Trojan Film

Letter to the Editor:
O

n Wednesday, I went to
"Talkback Live," the meet
ing that Senate was holding, and
wasted 45 minutes of a rare com
modity called time. 1 sat and lis
tened to students present their
ideas, opinions, and problems
with life at Taylor — things rang
ing from meal plans to student
parking to weapons on campus.
Often these issues were easily
thrown to the wayside with
responses such as, "We could pur
sue that option, but the adminis
tration..."
The responsibility of the Senate
is not to give the position the
administration is going to take on
a particular issue; conversely, the
responsibility of the Senate is to
be our heroes - to be the ones who
fight for the positions of their
constituency.
Oftentimes
in
national government, the Senate
does not go along with what the
popular opinion is because they
know more than those who hold
that opinion - they understand the

macroeconomics of the country
better than those who are upris
ing.
However, in this case, there is
no intricate scientific theory to be
aware of; there are no lobbyists,
special interest groups, or
fundraisers. There is no filibuster
ing. There is only the opinion that
the students share. If it weren't for
the students, there would be no
purpose of the Senate, and right
now, the purpose of the Senate is
waning. As the Chairman of the
Senate presided over the meet
ings, it seemed as though he was
more of a marionette for the
administration than a champion
of the students. Every issue that
arose was immediately shot down
with what Walt Campbell would
say about this issue, and of
course, Walt Campbell will never
hear about these issues because
they have not been deemed "wor
thy" by the Senate.
A second problem with
"Talkback Live" was that no issue

Letter to the Editor:

B

eing a national minority all
my life, I have always had
feelings for weaker, smaller and
less developed nations. So natu
rally, my blood boils when I read
about attacking smaller nations in
order for more rich and prosper
ous nations to live in peace and
"democracy."
They can give hell to others just
to keep the gas prices down and
stock prices up. If you Americans
respect and value the blood of
your fellow countryman why do
you find it easy to shed the blood
of others? Now, I am not going to
generalize, because I know there

are Americans that have con
sciences and they feel the pain of
others. I am just talking to
Americans that support the
"endeavors" of their Uncle Sam
in supplying weapons to Israel
and attacking Iraq.
I do not understand how some
body can be in favor of attacking
Iraq after around one million
impoverished, hungry, innocent
Iraqis died because of the sanc
tions, bombings, radiation etc.
However, U.S government does
not value their lives as significant
as lives of American citizens.
Imagine what Uncle Sam would

Fest, which is all original work, is
attended by the least amount of
people. And somewhere in the
middle lies My Generation Night,
wishing it could be as big as
Airband, but suffers from a timid
student body who can't break out
of their comfort zones. 1 under
stand that it might be a bit scary
to hear someone sing instead of
lip-sync or play an instrument
instead of having a backing tape.
Break out of your comfort zone

and hear some real music. Come
see wanna-be rock stars jump
around and scream in your face,
or come and hear the angelic
voices of your typical acoustic,
folk rock group. Either way you
will be entertained and walk
away wishing that the concert had
dragged on a little longer.
Come out and experience the
music, become enraptured. But
more importantly, come to the
Film Fest. At least that's original.

Senate needs to clean up act

presented is even going to be
These problems cannot be
mentioned by the Senate again solved today, or tomorrow, or
due to the fact that nothing was even this academic year; howevbeing written down. Not one per- er, they can be solved when it
son was taking notes or keeping a comes time to elect new senators.
record of
We, as a
what was
student
happening If it weren't for the students, body, need
during the ffoere WOuld be no purpose of the 10 recog"
mze
meeting.
, . ,
,
that
Senate,
and
right
now,
the
purthe
0niy
I'm sure
way our
the chair- pose of the Senate is waning.

man has a
g r e a t
memory, he hopefully would to
be in the position he is in, but
there is no way he can remember
every detail of every issue pre
sented. If people are willing to
give up their time and share their
ideas with those who should be
fighting for them, the Senate
should at least take the precau
tions of pretending to listen.
Many valid, innovative ideas
were thrown out, often passion
ately, only to be lost in an abyss
of forgetfulness.

ideas will
ever mani
fest themselves is through our
Senate, and unless we have reli
able senators, our ideas will never
make it to the administration.
Time and again people from
each dorm are asked to be sena
tors due to a lack of interest,
which results in the pathetic pup
pet show we find ourselves
watching today. We all voice our
opinions about what needs to be
changed at Taylor to our friends,
we all know there are things that
we don't like about this place, but

we feebly hope that somehow
somebody somewhere will telepathically hear our pleas for free
dom and voice them to the
administration. That will not hap
pen. We need to voice our opin
ions to senators who will not sit
back and let the administration
run all over them, that has hap
pened for long enough, we need
senators who will fight for the
students.
This letter is not a personal
attack on the Senate or on stu
dents; it is a call to action for both
current senators and students:
senators, fight for us, we have
chosen you to be our warriors and
it is your responsibility to fight
for those who have no voice, do
it. Students, voice your opinions,
don't be afraid, the Senate will
recognize their downfalls and rise
up if they have our support, but
we must back them through voic
ing our opinions and giving our
input.

By Joe Wallace

As a minority, I say no to war with Iraq
do if one million Americans
would be killed as a result of dis
charging of over 200,000 tons of
bombs, which is the same amount
of bombs thrown over Iraq? Not
to mention the depleted uranium
that was a part of those bombs.
Nuclear bombs would be falling
all over the place, if depleted ura
nium bombs are not considered
nuclear.
The U.S. government has an
extreme power to manipulate and
influence not only American citi
zens but also people around the
world. They use media to make
us think what they want. This

whole mess about Iraq was creat
ed by Uncle Sam. U.S. govern
ment needs this war in order for
this struggling economy to get
out of the recession. In econom
ics, this is called government
spending, which creates jobs and
keeps the economy running. The
amount of lies told by the U.S.
government is mind boggling.

Please read the book, "What
Uncle Sam Really Wants" by
Noam Chomsky. You can also
read an article on Iraq on
Amnesty International web site
www.amnesty.org.
You might come to realize that
peace and dialogue are a much
better option than war.

By Stevimir Ercegovac

Student Senate to Vote on Open House Policy
This coming Tuesday, Student Senate is scheduled to vote on Open House pol
icy. The primary two proposals are the addition of Wednesday night open house
hours for all floors from 7-10 p.m. and the extension of weekend hours from 6
p.m. -12 a.m. Other variations are still being discussed, such as not changing
the current hall program or extending Saturday hours from 3 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Students who feel strongly about the issue are encouraged to get in touch with
their respective senators. Contact david_roeber@tayloru.edu for more info.
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WHEATON COLLEGE
GRADUATE SCHOOL HAS
DESIGNED A NEW MA IN BIBLICAL
EXEGESIS which emphasizes equal study in
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both testaments and their original languages,
and exploration of the biblical text in its
historical, cultural and modern world wide
contexts. Two testaments. Two worlds.
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John Walton, Ph.D.,
author of Genesis
(NIVApplication
Commentary) and
skilled teacher with
oner two decades of
experience.

Wheaton College Graduate School is mak
ing the new MA in Biblical Exegesis affordable
Our commitment is to provide complete
preparation for a lifetime of service. If you
need foundational courses in the original
languages to meet degree requirements, well
see that you get them—at no extra cost.
Great education at a great price.

New professors Drs. Greg Beale (Wessner
Professor of Biblical Studies), Doug Moo
(Blanchard Professor of New Testament),
Paul House (Professor of OldTestament),
and John Walton (Professor of OldTestament)

Dono MOO, Ph.D.;
author of Romans
(New International
Commentary Series)
and mentor of national
and interim/M

add their strength and experience to an
outstanding faculty who are committed to
rigorous scholarship and real world application.

The new MA in Biblical Exegesis from the
Wheaton College Graduate School.
For all the details visit our web site at

www.wheaton.edu/GradAdmiss
or call us toll-free at 800-888-0141
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"The secret of staying young is to live honestly, eat slowly, and lie about your age. " -Lucille Ball

Eminem knows how to stare in grungy '8 Mile'
BY NEVILLE KISER
A & E EDITOR

I

never expected to see Eminem
make up a rap to the tune of
"Sweet Home Alabama." After
seeing 8 Mile, 1 was gladly mis
taken.
In the film, controversial rap
singer phenomenon Eminem
lands his first starring role as
Jimmy Smith, Jr. (or "Rabbit" as
his mother and close friends refer
to him), who is a guy searching
for meaning in his oh-so-broken
down life.
The movie is set in inner-city
Detroit, focusing on the lower
middle class and socioeconomic
levels of living. It begins with
Jimmy locked in a dirty bath
room with his headphones on,
rap music blaring and his eyes
closed, trying to make sense of
life's madness.
Having just broken up with his
girlfriend, Jimmy finds himself
unable to perform at an under
ground club where the seriously
ghetto rappers compete. In short,
they are given 45 seconds to bash
their opponent with rhyming rap
words set to a DJ spinning the
music.
When Jimmy is handed the
microphone, he chokes and gets
booed off the stage thus setting
the initial conflict the character
must deal with. Right off the bat,
you know the plot is thin. In a
bizarre way, the plot reminded
me of Sister Act, when the choir
full of super happy nuns couldn't
sing or harmonize to save their
souls (no pun intended). Howev
er in the end, we all knew they
would practice (like Jimmy does
in this movie) and give a grand

Photo courtesy of EW.com

EMINEM AND BRITTANY MURPHY show how empty and shal
low love can be when your mind is fixated on yourself.
finale performance that would
rouse the audience to almost
stand up and cheer.
Well, 8 Mile and Sister Act may
be alike in terms of plot, but they
are completely different when it
comes to content.
In 8 Mile, the people live in
broken families, broken relation
ships and drive broken cars.
Every woman is a sex object,
every man loves to rap and it's all
just a little too true to reality at
times, which is the scary part.
Director Curtis Hanson (The

Hand That Rocks the Cradle,
L.A. Confidential) does a daz
zling job at giving the movie its
rough, rowdy and gritty feel.
While some scenes (especially
the ones at the underground club)

feel like they were copied from
Fight Club in terms of colors and
lighting, the shaky camera work
allows the film to break through
and stand on its own.
This brings me to Eminem's
performance. Overall, it was
interesting, surprising and at
times, fairly weak. There are
moments when his character
would break free and shine, but
at the same time, there were
scenes where he was so deadeyed it was hard to know what he
was thinking. He may have
learned how to really stare back
at the audience but that does not
make him an accomplished actor.
His kind of staring was where
you would ask, Clare you con
fused or just plain stupid?! J

poor, emotionally abused child
Sadly though, a few things real
and
shines. She's not only the
ly failed in the film.
Brittany
.
character
you end up caring
Murphy (Clueless, Don't Say A
about
most
but the one who
Word), who plays Jimmy s new
seems
most
real
and true to her
potential love interest, Alex,
emotions.
Everyone
could learn
gives a one-dimensional, totally
a lesson or two from Lily, which
transparent and dispensable per
could have made 8 Mile a great
formance. It was unbelievable,
movie had the characters paid
unnecessary and just plain irritat
more attention to her and less
ing the way things came into
attention to themselves.
play. Alex and Jimmy greet each
Nevertheless, the movie is
other with the finger, have sex in
entertaining, although definitely
a factory and that is the extent of
not for everyone. It's loud, crass,
their empty, barely developed
violent and crammed full of the
relationship.
I assume some
gritty urban lifestyle.
could defend her character as
The ending is an exhilarating,
being another person in Jimmy s
guilty
pleasure that will leave
life who he just can t trust, but
you
smiling
through the credits
aside from that, she is pathetic.
and
out
of
the
theater. Let s just
Kim Basinger plays Jimmy's
say
that
aside
from acting,
lazy, bingo-crazed mother and
Eminem
is
very
talented. My
gives an acceptable performance.
only
hope
is
that
next time
I don't recall her ever looking
Eminem
will
play
someone
other
this awful in a film, which adds
than himself. Maybe then we can
to her lonely, love-searching
see for sure whether or not he is
character who cares more about
the great actor that many critics
herself then her seven-year-old
are dubbing him to be.
daughter.
Mekhi Phifer (Soul Food, "O")
gives a genuine performance as
Jimmy's best friend David,
despite his sometimes distracting
dreadlocks. The real gem of the
film is Jimmy's seven-year-old
sister Lily, played to worrying
perfection by Chloe Greenfield.
Despite minimal onscreen time,
Greenfield embodies the role as a
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"No one can develop freely in this world and find a full life without feeling understood by at least one person."
-Paul Tournier

'Miracle' continues to dazzle audiences
BY NEVILLE KISER
A & E EDITOR

I

magine what your life would be
like if you were blind. Colors
could not be understood, smiles
could not be seen and nature's
beauty would be absent from our
everyday experience. Add the
inability to hear and you have the
remarkable true story of Helen
Keller in The Miracle Worker,
Taylor's first theater production
of the 2002-2003 season.
Tackling such life defying
human condition issues such as
blindness and deafness is not an
easy task, but Dr. Ollie Hubbard,
director of the play, attempts this
with grace and courage.
By focusing on the inspiring
perseverance ol a teacher named
Annie Sullivan, the play reveals
how Helen Keller is given the
chance to experience life in ways
that she never dreamed possible.
Helen, played by sophomore

Photo by Bryan Smith

ABBY JO SEWARD AND ERIC RIVERA exchange a gentle touch in Taylor's production of The Miracle

Worker, which plays tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Mitchell Theatre.

Abby Jo Seward, could be one of
the hardest character portrayals in
theater history. It's not easy tak

ing a person and forcing them to
deny such human abilities as see
ing and hearing.

"Abby does a fabulous job at
looking past all of us and only
responding to touch, smell and

taste," said
senior
Carson
Newman, who plays Prissy in the
play. "She is captivating."
While the cast of The Miracle
Worker is filled with new faces
and veterans of the Taylor theater,
it is strong nonetheless and wor
thy of being commended.
With a beautiful set designed by
Dr. Hubbard and technical direc
tor Cory Rodeheaver, the story of
Helen comes to life with a dan
gling swing set, fresh cut grass
and a water-filled, pond-like sur
rounding. By using water, it
reflects the characters true emo
tions and allows the audience to
sincerely empathize with what
the characters are feeling.
The production opened last
Friday and will play tonight and
tomorrow, the final performance.
There are a limited number of
tickets
available
in
the
Communication Arts office for $6
with a Taylor student ID. All per
formances begin at 8 p.m.

John Mayer entertains Indy with provocative voice
play my favorite song "Why
Georgia," he was escorted onto
the stage where he wowed 15,000
screaming fans.
Robert Randolph and the
Family Band opened the show
with a mix of blues and a hint of
rock. The lights dimmed and the
crowd began pushing me toward
the stage. I gripped my camera
with anticipation and could feel
the crowd's excitement. John
Mayer entered the stage and went
straight to his waiting guitar and
bottle of water. He took a seat, a
quick drink and plunged into the
Photo by John Mayer courtesy of EW.com
first part of his concert.
JOHN MAYER GRABS A CAMERA and takes a picture of himself
Starting with my favorite, "Why
singing prior to a recent concert in Texas.
Georgia," Mayer then played the
before 1 went to his concert, but hit that made him famous, "No
BY SHEA KEESLING
now I realize just how talented he Such Thing." Later, he serenaded
CONCERT CRITIC
really is. It was obvious Mayer the crowd with his newest single,
oncert tickets: $30. Gas to was in love with his music and he "Your Body is a Wonderland,"
get there: $20. Dinner before illustrated this in his performance while fans screamed affectionate
the show: $15. Having John on stage. Before the concert, 1 ly.
Towards the end, Mayer slowed
Mayer wink at you during your had the opportunity to shake
things down with
hands
with
him
favorite song...priceless.
By the end of the one
of his softer
This past Tuesday, the Pepsi and briefly tell
concert, fans had songs,
"City
Coliseum in Indianapolis was him how much 1
Love." He came
his
packed with screaming fans all enjoyed
soaked up eveiy
back with three
wanting the same thing - to hear music. He was
minute
of
it.
encore
pieces,
John Mayer's provocative, one- very gracious and
"Comfortable,"
"83"
and
"St.
of-a-kind voice. By the end of the thankful, and was encouraged by
Patrick's
Day,"
which
thrilled
the
concert, fans had soaked up every the fact that people truly loved his
now
ecstatic
crowd.
Before
exit
music. With a quick gogdbye, a
minute of it.
1 was a huge fan of John Mayer good luck hug and a promise to ing the stage, he thanked the audi

C

ence for coming and gave one
gracious bow.
Mayer's solid acoustic arrange
ment of songs from his CD Room
for Squares rivals the smooth and

scratchy Dave Matthews Band
with his mixes of acoustic and
electric guitar tunes put together
with beautiful and original love
song lyrics.

Attention Taylor Guys,
house for low rent!

I
l

Single room = $195/mo. + utilities j
Shared room = $155/mo. + utilities |
Fully furnished, new pool table,
weight room, large living space
(2300 sq. ft.), 6 bedrooms.
Contact Steve @ 765-243-0771
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The best and fastest way to learn a sport is to watch and imitate a champion.
-Jean-Claude Killy

Tested and Proven
Trojans enter season #5 in pre-season NAIA polls coming off 25-7 campaign a year ago
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

R

eturning
four
offensive
starters to a team that fin
ished in the top ten in the nation a
year ago is always a good thing.
For this year's team, however,
there's much more than that.
"Anytime you lose starters or
players who played significant
roles, you have to reorganize,"
head coach Paul Patterson said.
"You expect smooth transitions
with four returning starters, but it
doesn't always go that way. New
players have to step in and con
tribute and returning players have
to learn to fill new roles."
Entering the,season tanked, fifth
in the NATA pre-season polls is
somewhat of a different taste
from last year. Last season, the
team was young and coming off a
17-16
season.
They
were
unproven. This year's squad is
proven and has the experience of
the tough league schedule and
bitterness lingering in their
mouths from the season-ending
loss to Marian that denied the
Trojans a trip to the national tour
nament.
"We learned last year that it's
not all about rankings," Patterson
said. "Sometimes it's about win
ning the right games at the right
times."
With a strong recruiting class,

of newcomers Josh Andrews,
Eric Ford, R.J. Beucler, Chris
Clark and Mike Parsons, Coach
Patterson is putting the pieces
together.
"Three of these guys, R.J., Eric
and Parsons, really have the char
acter and mindset of team success
from past successes," Patterson
said. "The transition from high
school to college ball is hard, but
it can be easier if you've had past
success."
That past success is figuring to
play a prominent role in the
team's success this season.
Ford was a three-year starter at
Ben Davis High School, a tradi
tional powerhouse in the state of
Indiana. He played both point
guard and shooting guard, which
gives him versatility.
Beucler played in the state
finals last year in Ohio and was
the team's leading scorer and
brings to Taylor an expectation of
excellence.
Andrews played ball for a large
high school in Cincinnati. He
attended Miami University last
year and took a year off from the
game. Coming to Taylor, he's
looking to pick up right where he
left off.
Parsons is a transfer from
Allegheny Community College in
Pittsburgh, Penn. He's a domi
nant inside presence with a natu
ral shot-blocking ability.
He

looks to play a large part of the
Trojans success, especially on the
defensive side.
One of the team's biggest ques
tions early in the season will be
who can emerge as the team's
leader. The loss of Alan Jones, a
second team Ail-American a year
ago, leaves the void for an emo
tional leader.
"Alan drew a lot of attention
from other teams," Patterson said.
"The thing about Alan was that it
wasn't just his points that I liked.
It was his passion to win and to
make this team better. The other
players fed off that passion and
emotion and that's what we need
this year."
Some of that leadership wjll
have to come from proven veter
ans Matt Traylor, Matt Boling,
Matt Lettinga and Adam Musters.
Musters will undoubtedly have
a target on him every night. He
averaged 16.1 points per game
last season and set a new school
record with a 67.2 percent field
goal percentage, good for second
in the nation. He was a third team
Ail-American and has the body to
dominate the inside.
"Adam is in the best shape he
has been since he's been here,"
Patterson said. "That has defi
nitely improved his game. He's
also developed better shooting
range and a good court sense. He
needs to do a good job of kicking

the ball out to our guards when
he's not open underneath."
Matt Lettinga brings his 8.8
points per game average and
team-leading 44 percent threepoint percentage back to the
Trojans. He has improved his
ball handling and is the Trojans'
best perimeter defender.
"The thing about Matt is that he
goes hard all the time," Patterson
said. "He gives us that intensity
that other players feed oft'."
Matt Boling brings back 8.6
points and 3.3 rebounds per
game. This year he will be relied

ranked highly in the Bowl
Championship Series.
They play a tournament at
Cedarville early in the season,
which also features traditional
NAIA Division 1 powerhouse
Georgetown
College
from
Kentucky. They also travel to
NCAA Division 1 Morehead
State. In addition to the non-con
ference schedule, the MidCentral Conference is always a

on more to make plays.
"Matt has improved his strength
this year," Patterson said. "He's
definitely capable of contributing
more than he has in past years.
He has a good shooting touch and
is a good rebounder."
Matt Traylor returns as the
team's starting point guard with
his 11.5 points per game. Traylor
shot 42.5 percent from the threepoint line a year ago and will
draw more attention this year.
"Matt can expect to draw more
attention from other teams'
defenses," Patterson said. "He
needs to know when to take the
shot and when to feed the post."
Though the Trojans return four
starters and 80 percent of their
scoring and rebounding, their
strength of schedule would be
enough alone to have them

Patterson said.
Coach Patterson's team looks to
make a strong run for the nation
al tournament and head the MCC
once again. With 12 home games,
the Trojans will look to feed off
the emotion from the fans.
"I want this to be a hard place
for opponents to come into,"
Patterson said. "Without getting
out of control, 1 want to see our
fans and students at the games,
making Taylor University a tough
basketball environment."
With good scrimmages out of
the way and the season in its early
stages, the Trojans have ironed
out the kinks and had some great
learning experiences. This could
be a big season for the team.
"When we do what we can do,
we can play with good people,"
Patterson said.

test.
"I think that for a small college
conference, our conference is one
of the best in the nation,"

Meet the Trojans: Mug shots of success 2002-2003 Schedule

w mW m
#35 Chris Clark, Fr. F

Q
"23 Jabin Newhouse, Sr. G/F

#41 Man Lettinga, Jr. F

#31 Ben Brown Jr.

#15 Enc Ford, Fr. 0

Li

# 13 Josh Andrews, Fr. G

November
12 Purdue-N.C. 7:30 W
Hannibal l.a-Granpe Toum.
15 Culiver Stockton 6:00/8:00
16 Hann. La-Grangel :00/3:00
Cedarville Toum.
22 Cedarville 6:00/8:00
23 TBA 1:00/3:00
26 Morehead St. Univ. 7:30
Walsh Toum.
29 Geneva 6:00/8:00
30 TBA 1:00/3:00
December
3 Tri-State 8:00
Mt- Vernon Nazarene Toum.
6 Notre Dame (OH) 6:00/8:00
7 TBA 1:00/3:00
Ivanhoe Classic
13 Lincoln Christian 6:00/8:00
14 TBA 1:00/3:00
Muskineum Toum.
20 Calvin 6:00/8:00

21 TBA 1:00/3:00
January
4 Purdue-Calumet 3:00
7 Bethel* 7:00
II Marian* 3:00
14 Goshen* 7:00
18 St. Francis* 3:00
21 Indiana Wesleyan* 7:00
25 Huntington* 3:00
28 Grace* 7:00
February
I Bethel* 3:00
4 Marian* 7:00
8 Goshen* 3:00
II St. Francis* 7:00
15 Indiana Wesleyan* 3:00
18 Huntington* 7:00
22 Grace* 3:00
26 MCC Tournament TBA
Home games are in bold
* denotes MCC conference games

/•>
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77/ always be number one to myself.
-Moses Malone

Going out on top: Trojans top Malone
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

T

he Trojan football team
ended the season the right
way last Saturday with a 35-21
win over Malone College to fin
ish one win better than a year ago
at 3-7.
The biggest play of the game for
the Trojans was a punt block by
senior DB Wes Nicley returned
40 yards for a touchdown by jun
ior DL Ben Flossie. That put the
Trojans ahead 7-0.
When the Trojans were forced
to punt on their next possession,
junior WR Jeremy Russell recov
ered a muffed punt on Malone's
29-yard line. Senior QB Jeff
Walton then hooked up with sen
ior TE Josh Kijanko for the
Trojans' second touchdown of the
game.
In the second quarter, the
Trojans couldn't stop a 55-yard
scoring drive by Malone that
ended with a 13-yard pass from
QB Eric Rector to WR Blake
Renner.
Taylor then took the kickoff to
the Malone 45-yard line and
needed only a minute to turn in its
first big scoring drive of the
game. The drive was capped off
by a five-yard touchdown run by

Photo by Bryan Smith

JUNIOR DL BEN FLOSSIE CELEBRATES WITH A TEAMMATE after returning a blocked punt 40
yards for the Trojans' first touchdown of the game Saturday. Taylor beat Malone 35-21.
Walton giving the Trojans a 21-7
lead heading into the locker
rooms.
On its first possession of the
second half, Malone drove 80
yards for a touchdown to pull
within seven.
Taylor got the ball back and
stalled on the 31-yard line where
junior K Robby Smith's field goal
was blocked and returned to the

Volleyball splits pair with
top 10 teams; moves on
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

T

he Lady Trojans volleyball
team split a pair of top 10
matches last weekend in the
Taylor/IWU Classic.
In the Trojans' first game, they
defeated 4th ranked Lubbock
Christian three games to two.
Taylor took the first game easi
ly 30-14, but went back and forth
in the next two, eventually win
ning in five games.
They dropped the second game
27-30, won the third 30-24, lost
the fourth 29-31, and took the
deciding game 16-14.
Kim Martin and Melissa
Mathews tallied 25 and 24 kills
respectively, while Jen Hale con
tributed 67 assists and four aces.
Rachel Malinsky recorded 32
digs and Mathews added 24.
In the second match, Taylor
dropped in four games to 7th

ranked Houston Baptist.
Houston jumped out on top two
games to none before Taylor won
the third. Houston was too much
for the Trojans however, and won
the fourth game 30-24.
Martin and Mathews each had
15 kills and Erin Ling added 11.
Hale had 45 assists and four aces,
and Malinsky tacked on 21 digs.
Last night, the team swept
Grace College in three games to
advance to the MCC semi-finals
to be held at 12 p.m. tomorrow at
#1 seed Indiana Wesleyan.

Last week's scores
Football

Taylor 35- Malone 21
Volleyball
Taylor 3- Lubbock Christian 2
Houston Baptist 3- Taylor 1
Women's Basketball
Taylor 87- Davenport 62
Ohio Dominican 71- Taylor 62
Men's Basketball
Taylor 73- Purdue-N.C. 30

Trojan's 17-yard line.
When
Malone was forced to try a field
goal, Nicley got his second block
of the game and Taylor returned it
to their own 49-yard line. They
were held to a punt.
Malone drove to the Trojan 40yard line, but senior DB Brock
Ricks picked off Rector's pass
and returned it to the Malone 6.
Senior RB Josh Westerfield

tacked on six more for the
Trojans from two yards out to
give them a 28-14 lead.
Malone refused to give up how
ever, and came back with a 75yard drive to bring the score to
28-21.

They got the ball back again on
a Taylor punt and drove to the 48
where Rector was picked off
again, this time by sophomore

DB Richie Gibbs.
Senior RB Scott Herr capped
off the scoring with a touchdown
run giving the Trojans the 35-21
lead that ended the game.
Ricks' efforts of 12 tackles, 2
passes deflected and an intercep
tion earned him MSFA Mideast
League Defensive Player of the
Week honors.
Walton threw for 75 yards and
ran for 66 more and Westerfield
ran for 45 and Kijanko caught
three passes for 46 yards in their
final games in the Trojan uni
form.
Walton ended the season with
1,234 yards passing on 215
attempts with six touchdowns and
nine interceptions. He also led
the team in rushing with 649
yards on 156 carries and eight
touchdowns.
Herr was second on the team in
rushing with 369 yards on 70
attempts and two touchdowns.
Kijanko led the team in receiv
ing with 289 yards on 19 catches
and four touchdowns. Brian
Jackson
and
Corey
Neuenschwander were right
behind with 243 and 242 yards
respectively.
Ricks led in interceptions with
four and tackles with 97. Ryan
Ott was close behind with 89.

Men's hoops dials up long distance to
rout Purdue-North Central in opener
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

T

he men's basketball team
opened its season in winning
form with a 73-30 drubbing of
Purdue-North Central Tuesday
night.
The Trojans jumped out to a 90 lead and never looked back,
using a flourish of threes and
solid defensive play.
Freshman guard Eric Ford
began his Taylor career with ease,
sinking six of seven three point
ers and finishing
with a game
high 18 points.
The Panthers" strategy worked
in holding Adam Musters to only
nine points, with its zone defense,
but couldn't contain Taylor's out
side shooting.
"We hadn't shot that well in our
scrimmages," Head Coach Paul
Patterson said. "It was good to
see Musters accept their defense

and create oportunities for oth 3, when Tri-State comes to town.
ers."
"I thought our crowd Tuesday
In addition to Ford's six threes, night was great," Patterson said.
Matt Traylor added three, Matt "I want to keep that up and make
Lettinga and freshman RJ. this a tough environment to play
Beucler two each, and Jabin in£
Newhouse one to tie a school
record with 14.
Traylor finished with 15 points,
while Lettinga threw in 14.
Volleyball
Not only did Musters manage
nine points, but he also pulled Sat. 12:00 at Indiana Wesleyan
down a team high six rebounds.
Women's Basketball
Defensively, Taylor held the Fri. 8:00 at Malone Tourn.
Panthers to just 15 points in each
Sat. 1:00 vs. Georgetown at Malone
half and 32 percent shooting.
Men's Basketball
"It's hard to judge how well we
Fri. 6:00/8:00 vs. Culliver Stockton
played because of the way
at Hannibal La-Grange Tournament
[Purdue-N.C.] played," Patterson
Sat. 1:00/3:00 at Hann. La-Grange
said. "I'm pleased for our first
time out."
MCC Volleyball Semis
Taylor travels to Missouri to
come support the ia»y Trojans
face Culiver Stockton and two
voileylall team tomorrow at 12
p.m. as they try to advance to
other teams in the Hannibal Lathe MCC finals at *1 see» an»
Grange Tournament. Their next
rival inPiana wesleyan.
home game isn't until December

This Week in
Sports

